**Clean seed cane**

Only a month or so until planting time so the approved seed order forms are attached to this newsletter.

The new variety SRA2 is available this year.

**We’ll be holding a farm walk and variety discussion on Friday 24 August from 10am starting at the Corp farm shed on Floods Lane.**

We will start with some smoko and a talk on the varieties available then have a walk through the approved seed plot.

If you haven’t returned your clean seed order forms by then bring it with you on the day and leave them with us.

Hope to see you there....

---

**Frost**

It seems that we have got through the frosts with only a minimal amount of damage. Some late planted crops have been affected. There is a lot of leaf burn up from Coraki which is partly frost and partly dry weather. Q208, Q232, Q240 seem to have stood up well. Despite not having much leaf damage Q183 has sustained some damage to the growing points but we know it’s a sensitive variety.

**Good sugar**

Even with the early start we seem to be breaking some records with sugar this year. Just see how well Q240 and Q208 are doing for the season so far. This graph is created by the Weekly CCS Graphs option on the website. Log in and go to the Members Area.

**August contacts**

Malcolm 0408 764742
Alister 0429 842472
Alan (GPS) 0447 654839

Rick Beattie
0418 162964